Custom Video Conference & Collaboration Tables
To accomodate the popularity of video meetings, we offer several custom tables that can seat any number of users and include surface cutouts for
small equipment at no extra charge. For smaller set-ups, our simple huddle tables with laptop connectivity are perfect for a quick get-together.
All models come standard with surface grommets, floor hole for cable pass, box, panel or barrel legs, and levelers. Choose from our 23 stock
wood veneers and finishes, any laminate, or our custom matching services to complete your collaboration set-up.
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V- Shaped Tables

Retail Pricing starts at $7,200

VST 65x96x324 Classic Walnut
This V-Shaped video conference table features a
horizontal grain pattern top with the standard self
edge, five surface cutouts for Crestron FT-600, and
five microphone hole cutouts. The tapered box legs each
include a locking access panel for service with troughs
running between for cable management.
Reference MFI #99313™
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VST 40 x60 x90 Classic Walnut & White Laminate
This collaborative classroom table was made pub height for
stool seating. AMX cutouts were specified in the Walnut
top panel, designed to be removable for future technology
changes. The dual-arm was optional. The credenza below
matches the top shape and includes locking panels on
both sides for cable access and storage.
Reference MFI #21803™
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VST 40 x60 x240 Classic Walnut & Natural Maple
A solid wood Bullnose edge was made in Classic Walnut
finish. The top was machined for nine Extron HSA 402
cutouts and nine Clock Audio C012E-RF microphones.
For storage and cable access, each base was made with a
locking service panel and included floor holes for cable
pass and leveling feet. A custom logo inlay was added to
the surface to complete the look.
Reference MFI #91172™

